
COCA COLA GLOBAL STRATEGY

This essay will focus on the global strategy adopted by Coca-Cola for its international expansion. Then it will focus on
the I-R framework and the Porter's Five.

To seize this opportunity, we took steps to reshape our business. One example of this shift in thinking is its use
of crowdfunding. This goal is reflected in its corporate structure, with Coca-Cola scrapping the CMO position
in March and appointing Francisco Crespo as chief growth officer instead. The Coca-Cola Company will still
be synonymous with carbonated drinks and its namesake product but perhaps more popular products in other
categories will become more important to the business. Quincey has committed the company to making more
acquisitions, with notable purchases including Costa Coffee in the UK and sports drink BodyArmor in the US.
We improved our position in the energy category with a strategic new partnership with Monster Beverage
Corporation. Not only does it allow for quick â€” and, most importantly, cheap â€” failure but also functions
like a marketing tool and creates buzz around a product, as well as offering valuable learnings. And we found
new savings in our supply chain around the world. Personalization Despite its status as a global icon,
Coca-Cola understands that it has to find a way to speak to consumers at a more personal, localized level. It
worked, and by July UK Diet Coke sales had overtaken classic Coke, aided by an instant boost in the week
after the overhaul. However, Coca-Cola is now tinkering with that formula again. Coca-Cola Clear with
lemon, which was launched in China in , took just two months from concept to launch. Coca-Cola Classic will
still be the biggest jewel we have but we do feel innovation has to happen with Coke. The circular main room
would not look out of place in a Bond Film, with screens surrounding a circular table lit by a single light. A
circular marbled hall is surrounded by three arches, with the Coca-Cola logo emblazoned above each. Besides
being an effective localization strategy, the Share a Coke campaign also successfully utilizes social networks
to engage consumers and prompt them to share their Coke experience with others. Coca-Cola not a disruptor
or a startup or an underdog tapping into a niche. The company now divides brands into three categories â€”
leaders, challengers and explorers â€” with the marketing strategy changing depending on the category the
product sits in. At the same time, we invested across our expansive beverage portfolio. As the most
recognizable brand in the world, Coca-Cola certainly knows a thing or two about successful global marketing.
Coke with coffee is also different because its sales do not come at the expense of the core product. The future
of the Coca-Cola brand may not be as exalted as in the past, but the company that bears its name still has some
fizz left in it. We also gained worldwide value share in our industry. Is there a point when the business owns a
product bigger than Coca-Cola?


